### Scholarship Overview

Cummings Graduate Institute (CGI) is pleased to announce the availability of three (3) - $500 scholarships for the Spring I 2022 term. The scholarships are awarded on a competitive basis. To be considered, a scholarship application is required. Applying does not automatically mean an award.

### Scholarship Application Process

To apply for a scholarship, answer one of the questions below in an essay format and follow the "How to Apply" instructions to submit your application. Essays should be a minimum of 300 words with a maximum of 500 words.

- **If you are a returning/existing students (enrolled prior to Spring I 2022 term):**
  1. How can a DBH impact healthcare within a specific population/geography/etc?
  2. How has your view of behavioral healthcare changed since enrolling at CGI?
  3. What is your vision for healthcare and how will you contribute to that vision?
  4. How will your vision disrupt current healthcare practices?
  5. Who is a practicing mentor in your field of work? And why?

- **If you are a new student (first enrolled term will be Spring I 2022 term):**
  1. Why do you want to pursue the DBH degree?
  2. How do you see the DBH program impacting your career?
  3. What are your career goals and how will the DBH degree contribute to them?
  4. Who is a practicing mentor in your field of work? And why?

### Deadline to Submit

Friday, December 17, 2021 by 11:59pm PST

### Date Recipients Will be Announced

Wednesday, December 22, 2021

### Tuition Credit Distribution

Monday January 3, 2022

### Funding Details

Three (3) - $500.00 one-time, non-renewable scholarship awards, are available.

### Eligibility Requirements

- Must be an enrolled student at CGI for the Spring I 2022 term, enrolled at a minimum of one (1) credit hour for the Spring I 2022 term.
- Must submit a scholarship application by the listed due date with all requested materials

### Terms and Conditions

- This scholarship does not have a cash value.
- The scholarship is applied to the awarded student’s account after the student registers for courses. The scholarship will show as a credit in this student’s account.
- Not subject to a refund. If a refund is needed because the student dropped a course, goes on a Leave of Absence or defers enrollment, the scholarship would sit on their account as a credit for the next term.
- Non renewable - one time scholarship
- Awarded students may apply for future scholarship opportunities
- If a student receives a scholarship credit and then withdraws from the institution, the credit will not be paid out or refunded to the student. The scholarship money and credit would be refunded back to CGI.

### How to Apply

[Scholarship Application Form](#)